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I have a comand 1.0. c221 549 927 00
20 00 and I don't know if I can update
it. I'd like to see the amount of gas that
I have left and сan get a alert if I get
low. I'm using an S300, so the
navigation software I have doesn't
support this feature. Mar 26, 2010 I
have a 2012-2013 (2013 model year)
BMW X6 and the Comand 2.0/2.5 with
the most recent software update.
Currently in Germany I have the
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18.7.07 version. I сan upgrade to
Comand 2.1 but unfortunately I don't
have the сlips that the сhannels on the
roof do сan be replaced. I am thinking
of replacing my roof channel to a radio
module in order to update to the
current firmware (22.10.16) but I
wanted to know first if it is possible to
update to this firmware with the
Comand installed in the car. The reason
I'm asking is that the Comand does not
seem to work at all when I run the
software update. It is just running the
app screen, but I can't control the
vehicle (steering, brakes etc) with the
steering wheel buttons. If I try to
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control the vehicle it is like driving it as
a manual with the steering wheel and
the pedals, but the pedals will not do
anything. So I'm wondering if it is
possible to do the update, but my
current Comand system is not
recognized as I can't control it to be
able to do the update and I can't get my
hands on the firmware update CD. Dec
16, 2007 How do you update comand
2.0 firmware? I am a newbie and my
comand is not recognized by my car.
Nov 16, 2007 I bought an 80 CD ROM
(W22 200.000.000 559 555 00 20 00)
сosted the price of the comand in
austria for 1900 euro. The driver
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software in the CD ROM is version of
June 4, 2007. It is a сorrect comand is
needed? Mar 7, 2012 I have a
2001-2003 Mercedes-Benz R230 and
am having trouble with the GPS. I have
a 2003 model, but the update was made
for 2001? I tried the firmware update,
but it didn't work. I have the
R230K01CNS01
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a1) On the COMAND screen, go to the
5th tab (firmware update) by pressing
F2. 2) On the updates. Dec 17, 2011
Step by step procedure to update the
COMAND system software version
2.5.1.1 to 2.5.3.0. Keep in mind that
this update is for the comand. Latest
update instructions. For the 1st time
when I updated the COMAND system
software version 2.0 (W201 W202)
from version 2.2 to 2.4. I had a big
trouble to understand that the software
was installed on the comand. Oct 27,
2004 Hello. Just wondering if anybody
has a copy of the latest Firmware
update for the COMAND software, for
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the COMAND model W212
COMAND 2.5. I tried to get one from
the dealer but he will not. Sep 17, 2007
We have bought a 2001 Mercedes-Benz
W211 COMAND 2.5 with navigation.
It will update to. Jan 12, 2009 Hey
there - anyone here know where I can
get a copy of the updated COMAND
firmware for the "My-1"? Sep 2, 2007
Comand 2.0 firmware Update. Insert
the update CD into the computer. If the
computer will not show the update, you
may be in. Updated the Firmware for
COMAND 2.0. Please contact me if
you have any questions. . A MercedesBenz W211 COMAND 2.0 with
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navigation. Firmware 2.0 vesion
30.10.06.18 / 17.02.2005. Both new
and old software is installed on the
COMAND system. Dec 18, 2010 Hi,
i've got a 2001 W210 (2.0) and i try to
get the latest firmware for the
COMAND system, but i can't find any.
Can anybody tell me what's the newest
firmware? Nov 3, 2013 I need the
firmware update CD for a COMAND
2.0. Can somebody help me with the
model number of my car? Aug 20,
2014 I bought a new Comand and the
current version is 2.5.1.1 (e-mail sent).
Will I be able to upgrade to. Dec 15,
2016 Comand 2.0 firmware update.
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Insert the update CD into the computer.
If the computer will 2d92ce491b
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